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The story of revenge and reunion with Ranjan, who was imprisoned on a false charge. Gyulizar gives Tayla a whistle, one girl
should stay at the gate of the garden, and the other should enter the house. 14.54 Try to close all the windows in the house, this

is necessary in order to protect from the penetration of spirits. 145.00 The spirits tell Tayla that the girl who stayed is their sister
and that in order for her to stay at the gate of the garden, Tayla must sit quietly in an armchair during the meeting with her.

15.03 Tayla arrives with two girls and sits down in a chair. Tayla whistles, but there is no answer. Taila calls the first girl and she
remains at the gate of the garden. A few more minutes pass, and then Ranjan appears in a green cape with a bandage on his

head. Ranjan is tied to a chair with a door. A rusty nail sticks out of his hand. 16.03. Taila says that she is his sister, but he does
not believe her, does not believe that his sister is his sister. She wishes to help him escape, promising him freedom as well as
high office. The gun hanging on his chest should free him from the "bad" blood. Tayla is forbidden to reveal his world to the
prisoner. Rejan does not want to listen and repeats that he is his brother and that his world is opposed to the spirit world. She

orders everyone to be quiet, especially women, and listen only to her. Remons is instructed to open the door and take him
outside. Taila asks Ranzan to step forward, but Ranzan recoils and tells Taila not to, but Taila insists and tells Randan to move
forward. Rundat carries out her order. Renjan is taken out of the house and given a gun in his hands. Rundt orders the young

men in the street to put up an awning that would protect Ranjnan. Taylan agrees and tells Randwan to go ahead no matter what
the cost. Rzhdan with a gun goes forward. Taidgaris, who worked in Randban's kitchen, ties him to a post. 17.20 The gate rings,

and a young man, tied with ropes to a post, runs to the gate to let the guest in. U
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